38TH ERA (650 – 601 BC): 38TH SIGN HYDRA “HARLOT: PAGAN PRINCESS”

STAR PROPHECY

**Hydra** is a very large and long constellation. It is below ecliptic, meaning it is an evil sign, representing no faith in the God of the Bible.

**Hydra** stretches under Leo “Defender of Poor”, Virgo “Seed of the Woman” and Cancer “Sorting Pen: Faith Crisis”.

The tight circle of five stars in the head of **Hydra** is the reason the sign is portrayed as a many-headed monster. The shape is a Pentagon: this is a connection to Satanism: worship of the Devil.

**Hydra** may be seen as a twisting snake or a hybrid bird, snake, lion or a dragon with wings.

**Hydra** has two variable stars. This is a hallmark of evil signs: being two-faced and devious.

Most of the stars are faint. The evil is hidden and spreads like fungus in the cool, damp, darkness.

**Hydra** is pure occult religion: she denies the existence of God, she grasps for power with no conscience at all if others suffer so she gains.

**Hydra** works her magic to hypnotize masses of people to believe lies and obey deluded leaders.

HISTORICAL EVENTS

In spite of the resistance of **Josiah, Pharaoh Necho** takes his hordes north of Euphrates and is defeated by **Babylon** at Carchemish. **Egypt** loses her super-power status and **Babylon**, the site of the occult religion God hates above all, reigns supreme again.

641 BC **Amon** is King of Judah: exceedingly wicked

639 BC **Josiah becomes King of Judah as a mere child**

626 BC **Jeremiah is called to be a prophet**

622 BC **Josiah repairs the Temple: has a Passover**

621 BC Book of Law is found in Temple of the Lord

609 BC **Josiah dies: Valley of Megiddo resisting Egypt**

608 BC **Jehoiakim** (Eliakim) is King: vassal of Egypt

607 BC **Babylon destroys Assyria**

605 BC Battle Carchemish: Babylon defeats Egypt

604 BC **Nebuchadnezzar II** becomes King of Babylon: takes control of the uncontested world super-power.